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It is an impossible task that artists accomplish. We 
delve into ourselves with nothing and pull together strands 
of thought and emotion, erupting back into the world with 
something that is a swirling resemblance of both. 

Understory highlights the bravery and effort of 
UAA’s budding artists who dive into themselves to share 
their vision with us. We, as editors, have strived to live up to 
the talent of our gifted contributors, working hard to create 
a product that is worthy of their impressive pieces. We hope 
that Understory 2015 takes you on a journey into yourself 
and that when you resurface it will have created something 
unique within you. 

Thank you to the English and Art Departments, for 
the staff and faculty’s unerring support of our publication; 
to Provost Baker, for seeing and believing in the vision of 
Understory; and to our staff’s faculty advisor, Douglass 
Bourne, for his guidance and tireless assistance. Finally, 
thank you to the wonderful students who submit such 
excellent work each year. Without your passion for the arts, 
we would not be here.

Letter from the editors
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“Dive again and again into the river of 
uncertainty. Create in the dark, only then can 

you recognize the light.” - Jyrki Vainonen

Welcome to

2015



In The Well
Wolfgang Q. olsson

Contentment pt iii
Jade Ariah
Watercolor

Will you come to meet me in the well?
I’ll show you the way the waves move, and 
The echoes splash alone here without you. 
God sent his words down to read,
But I never learned to decipher anything but 
The tangles in your long wet hair. 
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Curiosity
Cody swanson
Photography

Things We remember
Beth Conklin

Nonfiction

Our mother used to wake us up every morning to 
the clanging, crashing, triumphant sounds of John Phillip 
Sousa. The bed I shared with my two sisters sat in a loft 
almost directly above the living room record player so that 
the sound would assault our ears like a live marching band 
dancing through the room. We would drag ourselves out 
of bed as quickly as our sleep saturated brains would allow, 
knowing that if we didn’t, Mama would be upstairs to poke 
at us and sing a Sleeping Beauty style warble at the top of 
her lungs until our feet hit the floor. The reward for pulling 
ourselves downstairs was worth the excessive wake up call, 
however. The old wooden table in the kitchen, marked with 
the scars and signs of a well-used piece of our life, was set 
with a warm teapot and a basket full of strawberry-flecked, 
homemade muffins. Mama always managed to make six 
a.m. smell like heaven. 

Our mother was already showered and dressed, 
having woken up at least an hour earlier to stoke the fire in 
the wood stove and the fireplace in the living room. Early 
October mornings in Georgia hold a crisp chill if you’re 
lucky and while our log cabin in the woods had no central 
heating, her diligent tending kept us as toasty as if we had 
all the modern conveniences. The four of us together would 
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sit and take turns reading a chapter of Proverbs while we 
ate. 

At nine years old, I could find meaning and magic 
in almost everything and I would feel, as we read, that 
the words of the chapter would somehow apply to that 
particular day, or hold some underlying lesson I needed 
to untangle. Mama suggested we memorize the ones that 
stood out to us. That morning, it was number twenty seven, 
verse eight. Like a bird that wanders from her nest, so is 
a man who wanders from his home. As I helped with the 
dishes, I sorted through the words like a puzzle, trying to 
unravel their mystery.

My job that week was to look after the flock of baby 
chicks we had recently started keeping in a pen behind the 
cabin. In the two weeks since we’d gotten them, the fluffy 
grey of their down feathers had begun to give way to the 
spiny sprouts of adulthood. Full grown, the ugly protrusions 
that made them look bedraggled and half-deformed would 
turn into to the inky, purple-green shimmer of the adult 
Australorp. Until then, I felt like they just looked scraggly. 
Scraggly and adorable. 

As I came around the corner of the house, I saw the 
back of the hastily built chicken coop. The early purchase 
of the chicks had been a last minute decision and the 
permanent coop wasn’t completed before we brought 
them home. Our compromise had been a sturdy cardboard 
box, big enough for all twelve of the fuzzy babies to stay 
in at night and be warm with the help of the heat lamp 
hanging from the ceiling of the half-structure. Up to that 
point it had served its purpose. 

Entering the fence outside the coop, I expected to 
hear the scramble and scuttle of ninety six little toenails 
waiting to be released from their sleeping place. Instead, 

I noticed the piece of wire-mesh serving as the coop door 
was bent backwards at a weird angle. The cardboard box 
lid was open and torn, a blur of grey feathers coated the 
floor around the box like the aftermath of a pillow fight, and 
a hardened sliver of something dingy and yellow was lying 
near the box; a bit of baby chicken beak, disconnected and 
broken. I shuddered. My mouth went dry and something 
icy filled my stomach as I put all the pieces together. I felt 
like I might throw up, and I suddenly hated those stupid, 
helplessly fragile birds. 

I couldn’t bring myself to look inside the box, and 
yet I couldn’t force my legs to move me backwards and 
away from those tiny grey feathers and their far-too-quiet 
sleep. I don’t know how long I stood there, rooted in place, 
staring at them and that ugly box. When my mother found 
me, there were blotchy tears on my face I hadn’t realized 
were there.

“Oh my goodness, what happened?” she asked.
“The chickens are dead.” I said.
“Oh no. Oh, baby,” is all she said as she pulled me to 

her. I told her I was sorry and I got tears all over her as she 
walked me back to the house. She told me it wasn’t my fault, 
silly, but I couldn’t help feeling like maybe it was. 

We called my dad to come deal with the mess and I 
had stopped crying by the time he arrived, shovel in hand. 
It was a weasel, he told Mama when he thought all us other 
girls were inside. A weasel had bitten their sweet little heads 
off and left their awkward little bodies. I probably wasn’t 
supposed to hear him say it, but after I looked up weasels 
online and learned how they can chew their way inside 
just about anything to get to what they want, I felt a little 
better. Like maybe it wasn’t all my fault. Even so, I was sure if 
I thought about it long enough I would figure out why.
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Later that afternoon, Mama distracted us with 
a picnic. We gathered our schoolbooks, she gathered 
the food, and we hiked up the hill in front of the cabin to 
a nice shady spot under a tree. Roast beef sandwiches 
and Christopher Columbus’s exploits filled most of the 
afternoon and by the time the sun was lower than the tree 
line, my sisters had forgotten about the chickens. All I could 
think about as we sat in grass, were the gray feathers all 
over the place, the shredded box, the flimsy fencing, and 
the verse from that morning at breakfast. Like a bird that 
wanders from her nest, so is a man who wanders from his 
home. To this day, I still have no fucking clue what it means.

staring at the sun
Jovell rennie

Photography
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A Perfect Match
robert W. Foran III

Chickadee
Victoria Maxim

Oil Painting

My friend has a partner
My friend has a friend
She smiles at his words
She knows he is good
A perfect match
Quietly in the dark, they lay together
and speak to each other through soft,
simple dreams
I learn from them both, and drink to their love
A perfect match
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ethereal
Jessica McCarver
Photography

Quaking Aspen
Tanya Welsh

Nonfiction

             A Quaking Aspen. She’s tall and generous with her 
shade. Soft, tan bark extends along her strong branches.  
With eyes the color of graphite, she burns both 
condemnation and wisdom into the deep set windows 
above my cheeks. The curtain of her love extends to 
even the smallest creatures. Spiders at her toes tickle 
trail, down her tender trunk. Nurturing needy souls, she 
takes to give. She stands alone, yet is surrounded by 
those wishing to benefit from her natural way.  When 
she speaks, the wind whispers memories through her 
flapping leaves. The past is only a breath away; I sit under 
her shade and we reminisce together. An afternoon filled 
with coarse laughter and raised eyebrows. “I remember,” I 
say, smiling my naive smile.
    —
 I was nine that year, a scrawny four eyed creature 
with ears that stuck out too far not to make fun of. That 
summer day wouldn’t last long enough for me to be 
satisfied with running rampant around the Pendland Park 
Trailer Court. In the meantime, our small, three bedroom, 
singlewide trailer would be filled with the echoes of 
Mom’s soaps or utter silence while she slept.  Dad always 
worked late and, without a curfew, I’d be out as long as I 
could stand my empty stomach. 
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 “Please!” I insisted as I stepped into my overalls. 
They were pink, my favorite.  I watched her every move as 
I clasped them.
 “No! Why can’t you get your own friends?” she 
said, walking toward the door. She turned the doorknob 
violently and let out a humph. 
 “You’re my friend,” I said looking down at my 
untied shoes. I still hadn’t mastered the double knot. 
 “No, I’m your sister,”
 “Well, I’m coming!” I said, following her to our 
front deck. Dad had built it last summer. He’d kept us 
busy sanding and painting for a solid week. We thought 
we’d never finish.
 “Fine,” she said, putting her hands in her pockets. 
“We’re going to Becky’s. Try not to be annoying.”
 I couldn’t promise anything; I stuck a handful of 
chalk in my pocket and bounced quickly behind her. 
I was an eager shadow, darting back and forth on the 
pavement, purposely breaking Mom’s back. 
 “Hey!” Becky called to us both, waving 
enthusiastically.
 Becky was an only child and was always happy to 
see us. She had coarse, curly hair, fair skin, and buckteeth 
reigned into braces. She always chose fun colors for the 
bands. Neon green and bright pink were the latest. She 
was sitting on her lawn barefoot, listening to KGOT and 
reading Teen magazine.
 “Hey Beck, I brought the tag along,” my sister said 
with a long shrug.
 “That’s fine,” Becky said, smiling.
I smiled back at Becky and pulled the chalk from my 
pockets and began my work. After all, I had things of my 
own to do. In her driveway, I gave life to inartistic portraits 
of unicorns and places I’d always dreamed of going. I 
drew Mom too; she wasn’t sleeping or watching soaps. 

She wasn’t laying face down in her pillow sobbing all day. 
Today she was an angel. Portraits turned into hopscotch 
while Becky and my Sister painted their nails.  A few 
hours later my Sister yelled from the lawn. “Go check in!”
 I nodded in response and hopped all the way 
home, my hop slowing to a tiptoe as I went inside. It was 
late afternoon and the dust particles found themselves 
illuminated through the living room window. Our giant 
boob-tube was muted. My tennis shoes caused the 
kitchen floor to creak hard as I made my way slowly to 
the back room. Waking Mom could mean a fun time short 
lived and I could already see the look of disappointment 
on my sister’s face. 
 I carefully slipped my sneakers off; If Mom could 
be an angel today, then maybe I could learn to stop 
being so annoying. 
 The gnawing in my stomach begged for snacks. 
The fridge was off limits again; having three older 
stepbrothers who never left a crumb and a stepfather 
who strictly enforced eating hours meant a brass colored 
lock that kept us out. I rolled my eyes up and around in 
my head wondering if that would somehow bring about 
the location of the key.  My eyes grew tired of rolling 
around in thought and instead I grabbed a box of Pop 
Tarts from the pantry, barely breathing as I put my shoes 
back on. These Laces! I thought, struggling to clutch the 
box under my chin. 
 “Girls,” Mom called.
My clumsy hands went numb and I gave up on the laces 
with no reply. I made my way outside, closing the door 
behind me as quietly as I could. Once I was down the 
front porch steps, I ran as fast as my awkward legs would 
go. Laces untied and snack in hand, I couldn’t make any 
promises.
 The blood had quickly soaked the knees of my 
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pink overalls. I cried hard as I examined the skin lifted 
from the bottom of my palms. I imagined my tears were 
like blood too. They felt warm against my face that was 
now screwed into remarkable gestures of pain. I smeared 
my cheek hard with the back of my arm. It tasted salty 
and burned my eyes. I squinted up at my sister who was 
standing over me with that look again. 
 “You’re Okay,” she said. 
 My crying grew louder with her sympathy. 
Scooping me up with strong arms, she carried me home. 
She sat with me on the front porch steps until my crying 
turned into hard stuttered breaths.
 “I’m sorry,” I said. “I’m stupid,”
 “Shut-up,” she said. “And yes, you are,” she added, 
smiling.
 I laughed,“Mom’s going to be mad when she finds 
out about those Pop Tarts.” 
 “I’ll tell her I took them,” she said, motioning for 
me to come inside.
                                                   — 
 Quaking Aspen, she’s strong against the winds 
of adversity. Her brightly colored leaves cling tight, even 
through the hard October rain; she’s the last to shed her 
leaves completely. Her branches grow brittle with the 
autumn months closing; yet her roots remain strongly 
veined. I cling tightly to her cold, rough exterior. She 
takes me back often when I can’t remember how to feel. I 
know she’s tired but I ask, “Do you remember?”
                                                   —
 The following year brought Mom more tears than 
usual. It brought more yelling matches between her and 
Dad, more things getting broken. This time something 
we couldn’t fix or replace must have broken. The old 
creaky trailer was quieter than usual on that particular 
summer day. I was lying on the daybed drawing invisible 

lines into the circular eyes of the wooden paneling that 
covered the walls. My sister made her way in quietly and 
stood at the doorway.
 “She’s packing you know,” she said looking down 
at her puppy slippers; she backed out into the hallway 
slowly.
  My stomach folded. Packing?  I wondered.
An array of clothing was piled atop Mom’s king size 
bed. I stood at the doorway observing her as she sorted 
through the maze of socks that had yet to meet their 
match. Those socks are like me, I thought; they’ll always 
be odd. 
 “Here, sit on this,” Mom said patting the top of the 
large suitcase.
 I sat hard on the top bouncing a little as she 
zipped it up. “Where are you going Mom?,” I asked her, 
my eyes wide as her face twitched a little.
 “No Mija, I’m not going anywhere,” she said.
 “Oh, haha!” I laughed. “Well, then what’s the 
suitcase for?”
 “You and Alyssa,” she responded finally easing my 
worry with a warm smile. “I’m sending you with Nana and 
Tata. They’ll take care of you for the summer and I’ll meet 
you there when school starts.”
 Our belongings sat in two large suitcases for the 
next few days. I stayed even closer to my sister, more like 
her limb than her shadow. 
         At last we found ourselves in the parched, dusty 
town of Nogales, Arizona. We settled into a small brick 
house, set atop a freakishly steep hill, where church bells 
chimed every hour. The smell of tortillas and frijoles 
crept slowly between my face and pillow most mornings, 
leading me into the kitchen where Nana would sing 
until she saw me there. My toes curled against the frigid, 
tile floor as I stood in awe of her much practiced skill. 
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She stretched and molded dough into her hands until 
it became a perfect circle. Tossing it on the iron skillet, 
steam filled pockets breathed out slightly before she 
flipped it over with her nimble hands. 
 “Good Morning, Mija,” she would say. “Go wash 
your face and change so you can eat.”
 The summer grew quickly to a close and as Mom 
had promised, she had arrived to join us in the small 
brick house atop the hill. 

—
 She creates each day anew. Comfort and 
reassurance are as lush, green, leaves; nourishment for 
those lost. She remembers the forgotten, her time slower 
than mine, her wounds deeper. The heat deprives but 
her roots draw water methodically, that all may benefit 
from her enormous shade. Quaking Aspen, her resilience 
fades not. 

—
 “Mom, I don’t want to go to school here. Can’t we 
go home?” I asked once more that morning. 
 “We aren’t going home, Tanya,” She responded, 
her eyes avoiding mine. 
 The loud buzz of panic washed over me as 
my stomach mimicked Nanas tortillas on the skillet. I 
grabbed my sister’s hand for reassurance but the gesture 
felt empty. Tata drove us to school, it was the shortest 
and most nerve wrecking trip I’d had since we’d arrived.
 Unfamiliar faces attempted their warm greetings 
as I was led into my new classroom. I fought Mom hard, 
pulling on her purse until the strap gave way. “Send me 
home! Please, don’t leave me here!” Mom broke free 
from my terrible fit and left. Her heels echoed away down 
the hall. I paused my dramatic display long enough to 
notice the staring. 
 I’m ten now, I thought. Mom says I’m too old to 

throw fits like these. Doesn’t she realize I’m like those 
socks she left behind? I don’t belong here!
 Our teacher was a friendly, slender, Mexican 
woman who wore bright colored lipstick and a warm grin 
that almost made me forget I was angry. 
 “Let’s welcome our new student, Tanya. She is 
visiting us all the way from Alaska,” she said, showing me 
to my seat. I sat down hard and quickly glanced at the 
clock before burying my head into my arms on the oak 
colored desk. 
 “llorona del frio,” I heard a small voice whisper. 
I looked up to see a girl in tight pigtails staring at me. 
“What’s wrong, you miss your Mommy?” she asked
 “Callate Mensa!” I responded before hiding my 
face again. I kept myself hidden until we were led into the 
cafeteria. 
 I didn’t eat at all; instead I bolted straight for the 
burning playground.  I recalled the part of the Bible that 
described The Lake of Fire. I was certain I had met the 
end of my days. 
 I stepped out into what seemed like a giant oven. 
The heat rose like it did off Nana’s big pot of Tamales.  
Two months here and the heat still shocked me like the 
first day we arrived. I had almost withered away. We sat 
in the back seat of an un-air-conditioned car for the two 
hour commute to dusty Nogales. I had cold paper towels 
pressed to my forearms and head. I’d thought about 
Jesus then too, what had I done to deserve a burning 
death?  “You’ll get used to it,” they promised. 
 “Alyssa!” I called out against the roaring crowd of 
children.
 “Over here,” she said, raising her hand in the air 
toward me.  Just as I reached her hand, another voice 
chimed in.
 “Excuse me!” We both turned toward a wide man 
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with a stern look. 
 “This playground is for the smaller children, the 
other is for the bigger children,” he said, pointing to the 
large steaming pile my sister had come from. “Run along 
now,” he told my sister.
 I looked down, my eyes turning liquid again 
as she made her way back to her side of the grounds. 
She ran quickly toward the rings and took them with a 
swift motion. She climbed to the very top of the play 
equipment and pointed eagerly. Looking in the direction 
of her extended finger, I saw a bright-yellow tunnel. 
I looked toward the stern man who was no longer 
interested and made my way toward the tunnel. My 
sneakers sunk deeply into the sand and I wondered how 
they got it all in. I took a handful of hot sand, crawled into 
the tunnel and waited eagerly. 
 Not a minute had gone by when my sister jumped 
into the tunnel completely out of breath. We laughed 
long and hard thinking ourselves some sort of evil 
masterminds.  We talked about the heat, we remembered 
home, and she tied my shoe laces with a firm double 
knot before we went inside again. I didn’t hide anymore, 
maybe I’m not a lost sock, I thought. 
 I stood up quickly at the sound of the afternoon 
bell and basked in the smoldering freedom the front 
doors offered. My insides leaped when I saw those 
familiar, black cowboy boots; there was Tata with his 
hands pushed into his light denim pockets and there was 
my sister standing right next to him. I took her hand, it 
was full of comfort, and the drive home was the shortest 
and most joyous I’d had since I’d arrived. I guess this isn’t 
the lake of fire, I thought. 
 The next few months brought with it dozens of 
roses, cards, stuffed bears, and money. “Apologies,” my 
sister called it, but I wasn’t sure why.

 Mom smiled more than usual during those hot, 
dusty, red months we spent in Nogales. Apologies 
became more frequent and even I was receiving them 
now. Stuffed bears, candy, books, I rather liked apologetic 
times.
 We came home one afternoon to find our 
suitcases waiting in the hall like they had so many months 
ago back home. My sister let go of my hand to test the 
suitcases’ weight. I ran into the kitchen to hug my Nana. 
I left an outline of my face full of snot and tears on her 
apron. 
 No more apologies, I thought. We were going 
home.
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Window of opportunity
danielle Morgan
Watercolor - Winner of the Understory Cover Art Award

You hear talk of white-hot pain,
but accurate and succinct though the phrase is
that’s not the only sort of hurt in the world;
there’s a whole gradient here.

Yellow is the most insidious:
It goes creeping down your muscles like acid,
a seeping and sickly ochre tide
that settles in for hours, sour.

Gray is almost on equal ground, arthritic aching
turning your tendons cold and creaky with no temperature involved.
This one’s like storm clouds for all its different hues
and habit of gathering with no warning.

Clear is the feeling of shattered glass,
spider-cracks and splinters slicing patterns down your bones
that under other circumstances could be considered beautiful.
Irony tastes like ashes and you can’t laugh without choking on it.
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Winner of the Hayden Carruth Award
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Black, though, that’s the worst.
That one’s got red on the edges, dark magma in your marrow
whose churning makes your stomach do the same
and which even the highest threshold can’t swallow.

Painlessness…now that’s least often seen, but has a color too
(though, ephemeral thing, it was identified last)—
light mellow brown, in many ways like coffee cut with milk
and exactly as smoothly bitter.

Isle in the sky
Arin Underwood

Watercolor
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energy
Jovell rennie
Photography

out of the dark
Cheyenne Morse

Fiction

             Walt Davis’ post was at the farthest end of known 
space, where he sat listening to the quiet thrum of the 
machines all around him. Through the view port on the 
far wall there was an endless mass of stars and darkness. 
Davis knew that in space there was no up and no down, 
but when he looked out that window he always felt like 
he was suspended over a deep and endless ocean 
with some unknown creature swimming just below the 
surface. Davis didn’t dislike space but a lifetime as a 
soldier made him question even the stillness of space.
 He wasn’t a soldier anymore. Not for a long time. 
He’d served twenty-seven years in the military before 
he’d been honorably discharged after losing both his 
legs in the last great war. The mechanical replacements 
creaked and whirred sometimes. He had hated them at 
first, for not being a part of him, but after several decades 
of civilian life they worked about as well as the rest of 
him. Everything creaked now.
 He worked in a museum that focused on the 
history of space travel. It was a ship, almost large enough 
to be classified as a space station. It was a scientific 
research vessel as well as a museum of history. They got 
a lot of visitors from people off the core planets who just 
wanted to say they’d been to the edge of space. They 
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would walk through this place and go. They seemed 
more like ghosts to Davis, never really touching this 
place. Only the researchers were real, the ones who lived 
out here. He avoided them as well. Davis had had his fill 
of people. He just wanted to work somewhere quiet.
  He manned the post at the very top of the 
museum, He had so many gadgets and sensors that 
they cause problems with the forward computer that 
that helped fly the ship. Sometimes it was days between 
peoples visits to his section of the ship. There were times 
when he only saw people when he went down to the 
mess hall for food.
 His station was a memorial for those lost to deep 
space. As you entered this wing of the museum there 
was an inspirational scale model of a deep space ship 
and the archway you entered through had “Waiting to 
Welcome You Home” in bold letters. Davis’ station had 
several radios. One was always set to standard frequency, 
the others switched through lesser used channels. He 
also had machines that read different energy signatures 
that were trained out on all that blackness. No one 
expected him to find anything, it was a memorial after 
all, it was just one of those things that made people feel 
better to know it existed. It was something the families 
of the lost could console themselves with, someone 
somewhere was still keeping watch.
 His quarters were located nearby, he liked to be 
close enough to hear the gadgets signal if they detected 
something. Davis wanted to be sure this station was 
always manned. There were times when he couldn’t 
be there, times when he was ill or they needed him in 
another section of the museum. When he couldn’t be 
there Harris usually manned the station.
 Davis had asked him once why he was willing 
to fill in for him. Harris had confided in him once that 

sometimes he talked to his brother over the radios. His 
younger brother had been lost in the same war that 
claimed Davis’ legs, but Harris swore that sometimes 
all those start shut off and it was just blackness and his 
brother’s voice would come out of the radio and they 
would talk until all the stars switched back on. Harris had 
never told anyone else about these talks, no one else 
would understand. All these scientists knew about space 
but had never really been out in it, drowning in its silence. 
They didn’t understand loss.
 That was something Davis knew about, being 
out there on a ship. The engines had been blasted to 
hell and the pilot had been dashed all over the consul. 
He’d lost half of his crew when part of the aft had been 
blown away in the battle. They had been trapped in the 
stillness. There were a few survivors but most of them 
were injured. They were a week away from any civilization 
without the power to even begin to edge in the right 
direction. They sent out a distress signal but it was days 
before they were found. Davis spent most of this time 
trying to stitch the injured back together. He put pressure 
on their wounds, their blood hot on his hands. He sat with 
them, holding them together and telling them over and 
over that help was coming.
  When reinforcements had finally arrived their 
blood was cold on his hands and out of the crew of 
nearly two hundred, only seventeen survived.
 Davis cycled through frequencies, listening 
for any sound. A snatch of radio chatter, the tone of a 
distress signal. It was all quiet. Still he kept checking the 
frequency, stopping every now and then to send out 
a message of his own. He was fluent in the three most 
common dialects, he tried speaking out in each of them. 
What his location was, what his purpose was, what had 
been happening in the news. He would have moments 
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of silence, of sitting there sipping at a glass of water. He 
liked to keep an open line of chatter going if he could. 
He’d been out there and he knew what it would mean 
to anyone if they came in close enough to hear him. Any 
voice after being alone for that long was a blessing. So 
he kept on talking as long as he could. Even knowing 
there was probably no one listening.
 Davis was working the night shift, not that that 
made any difference in a job like this. It was always night 
out here. He was a few hours into his shift when he saw 
it. One of the machines that read energy signatures of 
different engines blipped. He froze, watching it for a 
moment, uncertain if he’d really seen what he thought 
he’d seen. After a moment the machine blipped again.
 Davis started moving. The energy signature was 
reading old earth technology. He switched his radio over 
to the right frequency.
 “This is station 205. I am picking up your energy 
signature. Do you require assistance?” He paused for a 
few beats and then repeated the message a few times. 
When he still received no response he tried the other 
languages that he knew. Davis figured they were either 
incapable of answering because they were injured or 
their com system was out but he kept talking anyway. If 
they could hear him but couldn’t answer it might help 
them to know someone knew they were out there.
 Davis alerted the Curator of the museum. 
Everyone was bustling around, running this way and 
that. A rescue ship was scrambled. A medical team was 
assembled. They took flight. Davis kept talking on the 
radio.
 “We’re coming. We’re coming.” He monitored the 
rescue ships flight out there. Listened to them attempt to 
make contact with the ship. No response.
 “Davis can you hear me?” said the chief medical 

examiner over the com.
 “I read you.” Davis said.
 “This ship is old, really old, her markings have 
been damaged but she is early earth tech. Really early. 
This might even be the Sojourner.” The Chief’s voice was 
shaking with excitement. “This is an amazing find Davis.”
 “So there are no survivors then?” Davis tried not to 
let the disappointment show in his voice.
 “We won’t know until we work the hatches and get 
inside but in a ship this old it’s unlikely.”
 Davis didn’t respond to that. The rescue crew 
checked in every few minutes. The curator was at the 
main radio consul exchanging excited dialog with the 
crew. Davis kept an ear on the exchange but he didn’t 
have any more to say. There were no survivors. No one 
who needed him listening for them.
 It turned out that the ship was indeed the 
Sojourner. It was one of the first deep space crafts ever 
built and until now it had been lost. No one ever knew 
what happened to it or the fate of the crew. The rescues 
ship towed the whole craft back to the museum where 
every department, every employee begged to be 
put on the detail assigned to processing the ship and 
discovering what happened to the crew.
 People kept coming in to congratulate Davis 
on finding it. He knew he should be more excited, he 
knew how important it would be for the museum. How 
important it was for the descendants of the crew but 
he only felt an emptiness. For a short while he thought 
maybe he had saved someone. Dived down into that 
dark ocean of space and pulled someone out. But he 
hadn’t, they were all corpses. The curator came to see 
him with the crew manifest. He was excited to show 
Davis. The whole crew was accounted for. Cause of death 
wasn’t apparent and the bodies were sealed in medical 
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until autopsies could be performed and tests for deadly 
pathogens could be cleared. Davis held the list of crew 
names while the curator was talking but he wasn’t really 
listening. He was staring at the crew’s names all written 
in the curator’s neat hand writing each with a deceased 
written just as neatly next to it.
 There was a party going on in the main gala room. 
Davis had been invited multiple times but he had kept 
making up excuses or telling people that he’d be down 
in a minute. Harris arrived after a little while. He had a 
bottle of expensive scotch and two empty glasses.
 Harris set the two glasses on the desk next to 
Davis and poured them each a drink. Harris drank from 
his glass but Davis makes no move to take his own.  They 
were both silent for a time. Harris finally spoke.
 “You brought them home. That’s what’s 
important.” Harris took another sip of his scotch and then 
left Davis with his thoughts.
  For a moment Davis considered following him. 
What was he doing here anyway? There probably wasn’t 
anyone out there, no one who needed him. He even 
shifted forward in his seat like he was getting ready to 
stand. He took a drink of his scotch. The stars out there 
seemed dim and after looking out at them he found he 
couldn’t go. This stationed should always be manned. 
Someone should always be here, listening, a soldier 
didn’t leave his post. Davis stared out at the darkness and 
reached for the radio. He started talking out over those 
frequencies. Someone out there might be drowning and 
needed to know there was a lifeline close at hand.  
 

Monster
Hayley Banks

Colored Pencil - Winner of  the Turnagain Award
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Comeback Kid
samantha Mack

Photography

Bout
stephen d. Bolen

Sometimes I find myself
in a certain moment
where something has taken over
my soul. My skin
becomes chilled and my heart,
very heavy.
My eyes swell
and it seems as if time stops
and I’m lost
in complete and utter sadness.
It’s as if I’ve lost everything
and I were frozen there
in time
so I could dwell in my grief
for all eternity.
But it is only a moment,
and then I’m alive again.
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regurgitation
Justine Jackson
Mixed Media

real Men smoke reds
Mark J. riley

Nonfiction

             I guess my first memory of cigarette smoke is my 
only real memory of my late grandfather on my father’s 
side. He was a thick Irish-American janitor with the blood 
of the Greatest Generation in his veins and a stoicism 
that would send Marcus Aurelius to the lions. By all 
accounts, my grandfather was a man’s man. He would 
stagger home a dozen beers heavier after a bar fight, 
expertly maneuver through mountains of ash and butts, 
and cook up a heaping helping of bacon before heading 
off to work, taking special care to preserve as much of 
the grease as possible. But this was not the grandfather I 
remember.
 The grandfather I knew was an image of dying. 
He had pale, wrinkled skin and ghost white hair that was 
decades older than he was, and eyes that seemed to be 
in an enraged battle with the heavens themselves every 
day. He had already won a few rounds of chicken with 
whatever angel was trying to pull him from this plane 
whenever his ticker stopped tocking. The way he would 
whip around in his wheelchair, tearing up the shag carpet 
of the first floor apartment of his second wife, puffing 
smoke rings made him seem like some dark version of 
the Little Engine That Could.
 On my fourth birthday, my grandfather gave me a 
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birthday card with a maze inside. He promised me twenty 
dollars if I could solve the maze in one try. I snuck off on 
the fitting undersea quest for a treasure chest. I stumbled, 
but I had already developed the overconfidence of my all 
too early commended intellect. The pen is mightier than 
the sword because it is unforgiving and unrelenting. No 
page can be recovered once the pen strikes its blow. But 
I chose the coward’s weapon; the pencil. I smugly erased 
the error, completed the task, and rushed the result back 
to my grandfather. Despite the wear on his body, there 
was no sign of deterioration in those icy blue eyes. He 
saw the erasure marks and refused me my prize. It was an 
old school lesson that could only be ruined by my more 
forgiving grandmother-in-law who toted out a Stretch 
Armstrong.
 At this point, I must reiterate the innocence of my 
youth. I knew nothing of World War II and its travesties 
and can still hardly comprehend what growing up in such 
a time was like. And so, I had no idea the kind of gritty 
determination, intestinal fortitude, and iron will I was 
facing as I ran around my grandfather’s wheelchair with 
my young legs in a practically gloating manner. I swear 
he put his cigarette out on my forehead deliberately, 
though I am sure no one would corroborate that version 
of the story. But one year later, I still mourned his 
death so emotionally that I had to be pulled from my 
Kindergarten class for the day. To this day, he is still the 
only blood relative I’ve had to mourn. Perhaps I had some 
unconscious understanding that I had lost the oldest 
living member of my direct lineage (of manliness) that I 
would ever know.
 My grandfather’s early death was no omnipotent 
enlightenment for my dad’s family though, nor was the 
loss of my grandmother to lung cancer before I was born. 
My dad’s family’s main inheritance from my grandfather 

has been stubbornness. My oldest uncle, the lawyer, and 
my oldest aunt, the nurse, have never smoked. But my 
other two aunts, my father and his twin are either lifelong 
heavy smokers, or have each tried quitting as many times 
as Boston sports teams have won championships (note 
this number keeps growing). My best guess is that my 
grandparents simply ran out of breath.
 My father is not the heaviest smoker in the family, 
but he is a lifelong quitter (respectfully, in this one aspect 
of his life, to be clear). So I, of course, grew up in a house 
filled with secondhand smoke. Whenever I run and lose 
my breath, I have this horrible and unnatural fear that 
my lungs are somehow smaller than those of everyone 
else because of this. But at the same time, whenever I 
smell cigarette smoke, I feel at home, especially if the 
cigarettes are Marlboros. As my dad would say after a 
few beers, “Real men smoke Reds.” Of course my dad 
would also tell me, “I’ll break your fingers if I ever catch 
you with a cigarette.” It was believable because my dad 
bears a certain resemblance to his solid Irish father mixed 
with the slick black hair and Mafioso vibe of his mother’s 
Italian heritage.
 For years my dad’s smoking was merely 
something I would remember (the whole scent-memory 
thing I suppose). But later, in retrospect, it seems like I 
was going through the D.A.R.E. program and its anti-
smoking lessons at the same time my father suffered 
a severe bout of pneumonia. Lucky for us both, he 
recovered and quit for a couple years (a new record!), 
but it still wasn’t a permanent solution. When the smoke 
clouds started to rise up from his pacing in the dining 
room to my bedroom above again, I tried for months to 
flush his cigarettes down the toilet and the rest of the 
“help pop quit” gimmicks. But he was an adult and I was 
a child. It was an odd juxtaposition of quitting and how 
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you never can for both of us. I know my dad would love 
to live smoke free, but he quits and quits quitting and can 
never truly quit. The same way that I have quit trying to 
help him for long periods of time, and then quit quitting 
and try to sneak in a comment that maybe will give him 
the push and give us a couple extra days down the line. 
And no matter how futile it seems, neither of us quits or 
quits quitting.
 My father’s threats and experiences at least left 
an impression on me that carried me out of high school 
firsthand smoke free. But an inevitable liberation came 
in college and I tried cigarettes a few times. I could 
enjoy them and understood the appeal, but have been 
somehow blessed to avoid their addictive claws and 
the habit didn’t follow me from there. But the years I 
spent living in fraternity houses did reinforce the way 
cigarette smoke makes me feel at home. We would have 
the typical massive parties where the focus was more on 
the socially accepted alcohol over the diminishing-in-
popularity smoking. But after it all cleared out, we would 
often all find our ways out onto the deck so the smokers 
could smoke (or the living room to destroy any chances 
of recovering our renter’s deposit during the harsher 
months of Massachusetts’ winter). The lipstick smeared 
butts left behind by some sorority’s more zealous 
smokers would have already filled the trays, and the more 
desperate college guy would take a stab at relighting the 
least disgusting of them (if such a thing exists). I would 
make my way there because we would all engage in a 
sort of immediate nostalgia; reminiscing over a night we 
had just experienced. This amplified those late nights to 
the sort of “legendary” memories that I think most guys 
come away from college with.
 During college, some of us non-smoking fraternity 
brothers would make a point to never be beat out 

athletically by the smokers. This was a significant conflict 
when we came up against one such brother who smoked 
a pack of cigarettes on his way up a mountain hike and 
lead the pace halfway down. My friend and I, determined 
not to lose in the end, ended up running down the 
mountain, nearly falling off edges and down steep 
slopes on multiple occasions. Though we survived and 
were victorious, our own risks were probably not much 
better (if at all) than the smoker’s. But there is a certain 
relationship that is still not debunked between cigarette 
smoke and risk. I learned this when I joined the Army, 
where soldiers smoke in a ratio that dwarfs the statistics 
of the rest of the population. Working in the Army 
medical field, I even encountered medical professionals 
who would recommend cigarettes to reduce stress, and 
this was only half joking as there is some claimed tradeoff 
in life expectancy between the two. I also can no longer 
make any claim to outperform smokers as the US Army 
is filled with some of the most athletic smokers in the 
world (pardon me if that came from a recruitment sticker). 
When you are sending someone off to war, is there really 
a point in arguing the dangers of smoking?
 This brings this story to my present. My middle 
brother is a Marine now. My middle brother is also a 
smoker now. He will deploy. There is nothing I can do 
about that and there is peace in that inevitability. I know 
when I run and a waft of cigarette smoke hits me, I feel 
an attack of my tiny-lungs syndrome. But when I am 
walking or hanging out and I smell cigarettes, I have fond 
memories and an overwhelming feeling of home, and of 
belonging. It is the warmest sensation, like all the great 
men I have ever associated with were suddenly there, 
at that place, at that moment. We are at our Valhalla. I’m 
sure my brother gets the same sentiment. I consider 
telling my father, but I am worried he’d break my poor 
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brother’s fingers, and he’ll need those where he’s going. 
The juxtaposition of quitting, and not quitting, and never 
being able to do either has hence returned. The fog is 
settling in again. I guess I just have to clear the smoke. 
At least I know the first thing I’ll ask him: “Are you at least 
smoking Reds?”

Cotton Candy
Jade Ariah

Watercolor
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Fondness
danielle Morgan

Graphite Drawing

evolutionary Hypothesis
stephen d. Bolen

Made as precise hostility,
born of time,
functional though awake,
living while dying.

Over-personed,
my person too many,
so many says all entirely ever.
Slide back away from me.

Get back away from me.
I fold under by selection
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Happisery
danielle Morgan
Various

The Hanged Man
Cheyenne Morse

Fiction - Winner of the Understory Literary Award

 I nearly drowned when I was a little girl. It’s one 
of my earliest memories.  My sister and I were playing on 
the edge of a pool and I fell in. I could swim okay, I’m not 
even sure what happened. I was falling in and then dad 
was pulling me out, sopping wet.  He said that I was just 
sitting on the bottom of the pool waiting for him. He told 
me if I ever fell in again I should kick off the bottom with 
my feet, then maybe I could make it back to the surface 
on my own. I nodded my head and agreed with him, it 
was good advice, but the truth was I didn’t remember 
any of my time in the water. There was no panic, I don’t 
remember being afraid, I don’t remember any part of the 
experience. It was if someone had taken a pair of scissors 
and snipped a few moments of my life right out of my 
brain. In fact after he pulled me from the water and was 
squeezing me tight in shaking arms I asked him if we 
could keep playing in the pool. I got a stern no. 
 That lost time really bothered me. I’ve never lost 
time like that before and never since. I asked my sister 
what she thought about it once.  She said maybe an 
angel was taking care of me. Keeping me from breathing 
under water. I accepted that then, I couldn’t give a better 
explanation. But that was a long time ago, and I’ve spent 
a lot of time wondering where that angel went. 
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 Father invited me over to carve pumpkins. It 
was the very beginning of October, too early yet for 
pumpkins, but I agreed right away. We needed a little 
bit of normal in our lives. Halloween had always been a 
special time between the two of us and we both wanted 
something nice to hang onto. He and my mother had 
been embroiled in a nasty divorce. It’s something I never 
thought I’d have to deal with as an adult. For some reason 
once I moved out I felt like I had achieved adulthood 
and I wouldn’t have to worry about things like that. While 
twenty isn’t super old, I certainly thought I was safe. You 
get this feeling like you made it. You should only have 
to worry about grown up stuff now, like paying your bills 
and making it to work on time.
 The divorce was nasty. I had no idea things 
had been brewing so dark between the two of them. 
Apparently they had tried to make it work for too long, 
held on too tight to all that anger. They never really 
fought when we were kids and even now that my sister 
and I were both out of the house and it was apparent 
they weren’t happy, they had never yelled at each other. 
But once the word divorce was spoken aloud it was as 
if the shells of my parents had burst open and these 
raging storms had spilled out. They had screaming fights 
that had the neighbors calling the cops. It was kind of 
terrifying to see people you know come apart at the 
seams like that. That these sweet, loving folks that used 
to sing to you when you were falling asleep, that used to 
kiss your bruises to make them better, could transform 
into shrieking monsters that want to shred each other. 
It’s scary, not just to see other people act this way, but 
because it makes you doubt the peacefulness of yourself. 
That somewhere down deep inside you where you won’t 
see it was a monster of your very own, growing and 
waiting to take over. 

 The divorce was finalized a few weeks ago. My 
mother said it was a huge relief. My father tried to hang 
himself.
 My mom and my sister don’t know. He begged me 
not to tell them and I would have promised him anything 
as he stood there on a kitchen chair, hands gripping the 
noose. I had stopped by just to see how he was doing. I 
got a pretty solid answer. He didn’t argue with me when 
I asked him to step down. I hugged him tight in my arms. 
We were both shaking pretty hard and crying into each 
other’s shoulders. His hair brushed against my cheek.
 I’d practically been living at his place. On edge 
when he was just in a different room than me. He didn’t 
like me hovering so much but he didn’t argue. I think he 
saw it as a kind of penance for nearly abandoning me. I 
also think he was scared that if I did give him space he 
might really kill himself. A blackness that deep didn’t just 
disappear, it was there filling him up, trying to drag him 
down.
 My mom and my sister were not speaking to me. 
They kept saying in nasty voices that dad must have won 
me over in the divorce, since he meant so much more 
to me. I didn’t care, really. Nothing was coming out of 
them but poison air. They could spend the rest of my 
life hating me if it kept dad alive. As much as I thought 
they deserved to know what was happening I knew their 
reactions would be angry. I figured people shouting at 
him that he was an idiot wouldn’t be the kind of thing that 
would keep him out of the grave.
 There was also a part of me that was afraid that 
monster I’d seen my parents turn into would resurface in 
my mother and she might look happy at what my father 
had nearly done, and I would never, ever be able to 
forgive her.
 So instead of dealing with all that we were 
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hanging decorations. 
 Halloween was without a doubt the best holiday. 
It was the most honest. Other holidays were about family 
togetherness, about putting on a happy face and passing 
the mash potatoes like civilized people even though 
you just wanted to throw them in someone’s face. But 
this time of year the crisp fall air beckoned people to 
go down into the dark places of the world to see what 
kind of miracles they could find. It was about becoming 
a single facet of yourself. You could be what you wanted 
to be. Today I would just be happy if my father could 
pretend to be someone who didn’t want to kill himself.
 Halloween was about running away to face things 
on your own, tasting the all the sweetness, howling at 
the moon, and existing fully as just one dark creature. On 
Halloween lies and the truth can be the same thing, you 
can be a twisted little morsel that still tastes sweet.
 For me Halloween was freedom from the real 
world. My dad and I could really use some of that. So we 
carved pumpkins. I carved a big one with a cavernous 
mouth with another slightly smaller one stuffed between 
blocky teeth, with its eyes squeezed shut and a wide 
screaming mouth. Father given his pumpkin beady little 
eyes and a wide smirk, like it had just told your darkest 
secret to your worst enemy. We set them up on the porch 
and started stringing up green and purple lights that 
would shine ominously in the dark.
 When I went to the storage area and started 
pulling out more decorations I stumbled across the 
hanged man. I’d forgotten all about him. Father had 
a large oak in his front yard and he would hang the 
figure from the biggest branch every year for a spooky 
silhouette. I froze completely as I held him in my hands. 
I thought about just stuffing him back into the closet, 
but he was a Halloween staple. This day was about 

pretending everything was normal. But I couldn’t hang 
him. 
I was so sad for an instant I was immobile. Then anger 
came storming in and I started moving. I was furious that 
I even had to question putting this up. I was angry that 
he had nearly abandon me, I was mad at my mother and 
sister for being too nasty to share this burden with, and 
I was angry that my dad had given up. He was the one 
who taught me to fight to the end. It wasn’t over until you 
had nothing left to give. You kicked and screamed and 
punched and bit until you were too broken to move and 
then you kept fighting anyway. I believed that so strongly 
that I hated my father for a few short minutes for being 
too weak to just to stay alive.
 I stormed out to the garage, taking the hanged 
man with me. I grabbed a short plank of wood and I laid 
the figure down next to it. I yanked the rope from his neck 
and I tossed it in the trash. I pulled out the hammer and a 
couple nails. I laid the hanged man’s hands on the boards 
and I drove nails through his palms to secure him in 
place.  The hard plastic of him cracked a little as the nails 
went through but it held sturdy. When I looked up from 
working I realized my father was standing in the door to 
the garage watching me. 
 “Don’t you think the neighbors might think that’s 
a little sacrilegious?” He asked. I looked down at the 
hanged man’s palms and let out an angry breath. 
 “I’m pretty sure that Jesus would understand and 
if he can forgive me I’m sure the neighbors will get over 
it.” 
 I went through the garage door to the outside. I 
carried the hanged man out and tied him to the lowest 
branch sturdy enough to hold him.  I had to stand up on 
my toes to tie him in place. His face was pressed into my 
shoulder. His fake hair brushing against my cheek. 
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 A wind picked up as I stood back to admire my 
work. It smelled cool, a hint of the promise of winter, it 
smelled like change, it smelled like magic. The anger that 
had been churning in me finally started to cool. I stopped 
thinking about the look in my father’s eyes as he stood on 
the chair waiting to die. I started thinking about birthday 
cakes he’d made me over the years. How he used to 
throw me up in the air and always, always catch me. How 
he’d saved my life that day at the pool. 
 Dad came over and put his arm around my 
shoulder. 
 “Very spooky, kiddo. The neighborhood children 
will whisper of it in fear of it for years to come.”
 “The night has only just begun.” I said and then 
threw my head back and gave my best cackle. Then we 
went into the house and put on cheesy horror movies 
and started decorating inside.  As we worked I started 
thinking more and more about the day I’d almost 
drowned. 
  I started to wonder if maybe there had been an 
angel that day at the pool. But maybe the angel grabbed 
me when I fell in and held me at the bottom. That sounds 
dark I suppose but maybe it happened so I could 
understand where my father is now. Maybe he’s at the 
bottom and he doesn’t realize all he has to do is kick off 
the bottom to start back towards the surface. Right now 
he is sitting there waiting for me to dive down and bring 
him back to the top.
 “Hey,” I said causally “We should do duo costumes 
this year. You could be Frankenstein and I could be your 
monster. I could draw stitches all over myself with eye 
liner and shamble around.” I held my arms straight out in 
front of me and stumbled towards him. “You never even 
gave me a name.” I rasped out at him.
 “How classic.”  He said and he smiled. 

 I started a list of possible costumes the two of us 
could do over the next couple years. For every year that 
he agreed to a costume I felt like I was nailing a year of 
his life in place. It’s possible he was just humoring me, but 
maybe he wasn’t, it was just close enough to Halloween 
that it didn’t matter. It was enough, after all this is the time 
of year that lies and the truth could be the same thing. 
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exist
Jessica McCarver
Photography

Feed
Craig Miley

Fiction

             My parents took me to the zoo to feed the 
humans. The exhibit had just opened and there was a 
huge crowd. Others pressed close to the barrier and it 
took some time for us to reach the front. They didn’t look 
like I thought they would. 
             The male was sickly, yellowing skin and dark 
patches under his eyes. He stood a few feet from the 
barrier holding a piece of wood. His skin was coated in 
the bloody residue of the human-feed being sold at the 
zoo’s entrance. Hunched over and facing the far wall, 
the female sat behind the male. Her spine pressed out 
against her bare skin and one of her hands clutched at 
her shoulder. 
             All around me others were dangling their fleshy 
pieces of feed over the barrier. The humans didn’t move. 
The longer we stood and watched, impatience started to 
take over the crowd and feed was lobbed in at them. The 
male let the pieces hit him with indifference. The feed 
slapped against his skin with wet shplocking sounds. Any 
time one of the pieces of feed got close to the female the 
male would strike it down with the plank before it could 
reach her. 
             My parents nudged me, gesturing at the feed I 
held. It felt cold and rubbery now. I looked down at the 
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male and tried to meet his gaze. Our eyes made contact, 
but there was no recognition, only an empty sweep 
looking for the next incoming projectile. I reached over 
the barrier and let my piece of feed fall straight to the 
pavement of the exhibit floor, before turning away and 
pressing against the throng. As we walked away the 
echoing chorus of feed hitting flesh chased after me.

suicide dream
danielle Morgan

Watercolor
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Twister 
ray dummar

Photography

ebb
nick Caudel

Days once strung together 
Like pearls on a necklace: 
Beautiful yet undistinguished 
From the adjacent. 
But now those afternoons
Are remnants. Memories.
Legends in that they require faith
To believe they were real at one point.
Those summer days withered away
Along with the falling leaves – 
Only they won’t be returning:
They exist beyond what we perceive,
What we regard as reality. 
Removed, we’re no longer in contact.
For a second: conceive of a plane 
Where all forgotten memories go
To find solace outside 
The limitations of a skull,
To not compete with pressing matters,
To not weigh down their host
With the crippling ennui of regret.
Ponder this notion briefly,
Then forget it completely.
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november
Arin Underwood
Fiction

 November rode the train all night. Her hair had 
mostly fallen out of its dark braids by midnight, and the 
last of her fellow passengers had left three stops before. 
She glanced out the window, but it was so dark that all 
she saw was her own reflection. Slow music played in the 
background and she followed the lyrics while her knitting 
needles clicked rhythmically and snow sped past the 
windows in a blur. It was another hour before she could 
see the end of the line coming up in the distance. She 
pulled her duffel bag off the overhead shelf and stuffed 
her knitting inside before moving to the doors as the train 
rattled to a shuddering stop. November braced herself 
as the doors opened and freezing air and flurries of snow 
swirled into the warm train. 
 She hopped lightly onto the platform and hurried 
inside the station while the train hissed and clunked. The 
station was empty, as it was so late, and no one seemed 
to be riding the train back. November didn’t bother 
wrapping up in her winter gear as she headed outside. 
Lanterns illuminated the new snow and the wind howled 
through the tall dark pines like a living thing. Shivering, 
November dropped her duffel bag in the snow and 
pulled off her sweater and dress, she unwrapped her 
scarf and kicked off her boots and leggings. She pushed 

her belongings into the duffel bag and then stood up 
straight. 
 As the blizzard swirled around her, November 
started to grow. She grew taller and her shoulders 
broader as her hands elongated and widened into enor-
mous paws. Thick brown fur erupted across her massive 
body and curved claws dug into the snow as she leaned 
forward onto four powerful legs. She raised her great 
furry head to the air and sniffed at the breeze with a black 
nose. Snowflakes spiraled through her fur and across 
dark eyes. 
 Had anyone been watching through the frosted 
windows of the train station, they would only have seen 
a large brown bear standing out in the blizzard. The 
great bear picked up a duffel bag in its jaws and started 
to plough its way easily through the snow. November 
headed up the mountain, leaving a furrow behind her 
that would fill with snow overnight. There weren’t many 
bears in the mountains this late in winter, but it was the 
only way to make it to her family’s cabin, perched up in 
the peaks out there in the deepest wilderness where only 
the wild things roamed.
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Pansy
Cody swanson
Photography

Myopia
nick Caudel

Fiction

              I’m thinner than I’ve ever been. When wearing 
white, that matters more than you can imagine.
 The sun’s shining gloriously, and I’m so glad it’s 
here today. Even though we’re all inside, you can still see 
the bright light shimmering through the four stained-
glass windows at the front of the room. Between the 
middle two windows, the bronze replica of Jesus Christ 
nailed to the cross presides over the congregation. 
 The church hasn’t been this occupied in a while. 
Everyone’s here: every aunt, cousin, and nephew I’ve 
ever met – and several I haven’t. Even though I’m in the 
presence of strangers that share my blood, there are 
even more strangers here who don’t have that tie to me. 
Right now, only the aisle I’m about to stride down divides 
the two groups. 
 I can hear my mother, the sound of her loud 
mouth spiking over all of the other conversations. I can 
hear her bragging about how her daughter lost so much 
weight, about how I didn’t even diet or exercise to do it.
 “I know! It’s amazing! She won’t tell me how she 
did it either!”  
 Dad’s clasping my hand right now, ready to give 
me away to Alec. My old man glows, ready and willing to 
finally give his little girl away. In his eyes, you can see the 
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culminating pride of him raising a daughter and living 
long enough to see her wed.
 I keep fidgeting, eager to seal my fate with my 
husband-to-be. He has this soft, tender look to his face, 
even when it’s been a little while since a shave. He just 
has this look in his blue eyes that always makes me feel 
so comforted and at ease. 
 It will be hard to leave a face like that.
 This is it. The wedding. This is my moment -- the 
final act in this big, crazy production known as My Life, 
starring Yours Truly, featuring guest appearances by a 
laundry list of incidentals. 
 With notes from the organ hitting my eardrums, 
heads turn around and every set of eyes casts their sight 
upon me, like dozens of mini-spotlights. Even though the 
veil barely conceals my face I can feel their desire to see 
it removed – it’s overwhelming. Almost palpable. 
 If I had my glasses on under the veil I’d be able to 
make out some of the faces further away. But I couldn’t 
bring myself to put them on: I need to look pretty – as 
pretty as I can, at least.
 What I have, the optometrist calls it “myopia.” 
Nearsightedness. I can see what’s right in front of my 
face, but everything else looks fuzzy from a distance. 
 Dad and I start walking down the aisle. As we step 
closer and closer, the face of the man I love grows in 
detail: the blue eyes, the freshly-shaven chin, the dimples 
brought about by my presence. 
 I see him smile as he looks into my eyes, then 
down to my body, then back to my eyes again. I can see 
it: he’s happy that I’ve bestowed to him the beautiful 
bride he’s always wanted. He’s just as amazed as my 
mother when it comes to my new figure. 
 The moment Alec lifts up the veil, I start losing it. 
The mascara runs down my cheekbones, collecting under 

my chin. I knew I’d cry. I knew I wouldn’t be able to fight 
away the tears. 
 That’s why I didn’t skimp on the mascara today. 
I want to sell this moment. I’m playing this all up for my 
family, my friends, and my husband, because I want 
this occasion tattooed in their heads. They will always 
remember how happy I looked.
 Their poor, sweet, unsuspecting heads. 
 I pumped thousands of dollars into this little 
event. There’s no way I’ll let anyone walk out of here with 
lukewarm feelings about today.
 Alec – he thinks we’re spending the next fifty 
years together.  He’ll expect me to pop out his babies, 
feel them suckle at my breasts, and watch them grow 
to revere me and then reject me as rebellious teens 
and then revere me again as adults. I want him to keep 
thinking that. I want him to maintain that delusion until 
I’m gone for good.
 It’s not that I don’t want to be his wife. It’s not that 
I like suppressing the truth. And it’s not that I don’t love 
him. 
 Please understand: I’d stay if I could. 
 I’d be honest if I could. But I just can’t break the 
news to anyone, especially not him. I couldn’t live with 
myself knowing I inflicted such emotional wounds.
 As Genesis states, “When you eat it, your eyes 
will be open, and you’ll be like God, knowing good and 
evil.” I can’t hand Alec those apples. I can’t let him know 
what I know. 
 Ignorance is bliss.
 I’m not even paying attention to whatever the 
preacher’s blabbering on about. I’m not even focusing 
on Alec, even though we’re staring right into the eyes of 
each other.
 My mind’s still in the doctor’s office I sat in six 
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weeks ago – still on that funny look my doctor had 
while he looked at the mammogram. My brain’s still 
adjusting to “nothing can be done.” My mind’s still in the 
hopelessness of “six months.”
 Now all I can hear in my head are my mother’s 
echoing words: “I know! It’s amazing! She won’t tell me 
how she did it either!” 
 That evening, after seeing the doctor, Alec asked 
me how the checkup went.
 “Fine,” I said, with the façade of a smile marked on 
my face.
 Alec didn’t respond. He didn’t ask for any details. 
He had no intention of asking anything more, just I had 
no intention telling him anything more. 
 You’d think he’d realize that my weight loss wasn’t 
because I sat on my ass watching soap operas every day 
until our wedding.
 And now, with sudden absence of the preacher’s 
background soliloquy, here I am – standing the 
crossroads for the final time. I could end this all now and 
not set everyone up for shock. I could give them time 
to prepare for my soon, inevitable demise. I could ease 
them in to the taste of the bitter truths of life. 
 But – turning this slice of paradise into perdition 
would be the real sin. I’m not strong enough to see their 
anguished faces. I’m not noble enough to be upfront. I’m 
too proud to not suffer alone. 
 As a philosopher once said, “For every choice, 
there is an echo. With each act, we change the world.” 
 To tell the truth is to brand with white-hot iron, no 
matter how dear the people are to you. The truth hurts. 
We all learn that from our parents and siblings. We all 
learn that from so-called “friends” in middle school. We 
all learn that after our first breakup. So why opt to do it 
now?

 And at this immediate moment, I’m expected to 
say those stale, faded, two words that find their way to 
the end of every sappy, joyous, lovely wedding story – a 
phrase passed on through every generation too banal 
to say something different. So if I want everyone to be 
happy, there’s only one option. 
 The two words quiver out of my mouth. And with 
that little utterance and one sweet kiss, I seal my fate. And 
the fate of those I love.
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Clipped Wings
nick Caudel

Contentment pii
Jade Ariah

Watercolor

If you look past the makeup and peruse,
You’ll notice the signs with every detail:
Chipped nails, bite marks, and a bruise –  
Still she stands, though she’s terribly frail.
Nothing’s more palpable than her pain
Which she so desperately longs to reveal.
But as long as he’s here, seeking to reign,
Her fear allows her to only conceal. 

She’s walked altered for now a while:
Her words no longer retain the spirit – 
Passion no longer bleeds from her smile,
As if – on purpose – she chose to clear it.
Purged and plundered of all her resistance, 
Dimmed and drained of what hope remained,
She now breathes with a fractured existence:
A kind of prisoner you don’t have to restrain. 
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Jade Ariah
 Jade Ariah is enrolled as a sophomore at UAA, 
seeking a BA in Art with a focus in ceramics and 
watercolor. She most recently held a duo show in 
the Student Union Gallery titled ‘Contentment’, 
a series of portraits confronting feelings of 
restlessness throughout life.

                   Haley Banks
Hayley started drawing in 2012 and has had fun 
with trying to improve as much as she can.  She 
is graduating UAA in Summer 2015 with a BA in 
Interdisciplinary Studies, focusing on creating 
characters by how they think, act, and look. 
She is attending Vancouver Institute of Media 
Arts in 2016 for a yearlong certificate program 
in Computer Animation, and looks forward 
to creating characters through animation and 
working for Pixar!

Stephen D. Bolen
Stephen D. Bolen is from Kotzebue, Alaska. 
Stephen is currently attending UAA, pursuing 
degrees in English, Psychology, and Philosophy. 
He is Inupiaq, he writes daily, he works in 
construction, he is a father of one, and aspires 
to be a published poet. 

Contributors

Here you will find biographies of the writers and 
artists featured in Understory 2015. 

Nick C audel
Born in Anchorage, raised in California and 
Texas, Nick Caudel is enjoying his third year at 
UAA. An English major and Psychology minor, 
Nick writes with meticulous precision and high 
ideals. His literary inspirations include Ayn Rand 
and Chuck Palahniuk – as discordant as that 
sounds.

Beth Conklin
Beth Conklin is a senior English major with a minor 
in Creative Writing and only recently discovered 
her love of writing creative nonfiction. Georgia 
born and raised, she draws her inspiration from her 
childhood days growing up in a log cabin nestled 
in the Georgia pines.  

R ay Dummar 
Ray Dummar graduated high school in Gabbs, 
Nevada. He worked in several mines, and 
attended a commercial diving school.   He 
retired in 2010 after 27 years of flying in several 
variations of the United States Navy’s P3 Orion.  
Next is attaining a degree in Art.

Rober t W. For an I I I
Philadelphia born Robert W. Foran III enjoys 
writing songs, music, poetry, and comedy. He 
presently writes articles profiling UAA students 
and staff, promoting events happening within 
the departments of the Fine Arts Building. Robert 
plans to earn his BA in Journalism and continue 
his work focusing on music and the arts.

Brit tany Helmso
Brittany Helmso is a twenty-two year-old 
undergraduate student attending UAA.  She will 
have earned her degree in English Literature by 
May 2015 and aims to put her schooling to use 
in both creative projects and analytical pursuits. 
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Jus tine Jackson
Justine Jackson was born and raised in 
Anchorage Alaska. She has been drawing since 
she could pick up a crayon, and currently studies 
for a BA in Art at UAA, minoring in Creative 
Writing. She is a Senior soon to graduate this 
Spring 2015. The piece she has featured here 
is also a piece featured at the [INSERT] Reality 
exhibit. Justine loves the idea of combining 
imagery with story, and hopes to one day 
become a comic illustrator and writer. So far, 
she has one self-published comic released and 
is currently working on her second. 

Samantha Mack
Samantha Mack began studying photography 
as a form of creative expression in 2010 and has 
since been enveloped by it. She enjoys using 
photography as a way to expose the beauty that 
lies in the rawness of human connection and to 
accentuate the power of womanhood. . 

                Vic toria Ma xim
 Victoria Jene Maxim is a full time student and 
artist and should graduate in fall 2015 with a 
BA degree in Art and a minor in psychology. 
Victoria grew up in Anchorage, Alaska and can 
often be found outside. She aspires to be self-
employed, and travel the world.

Jessic a Mcc arver
My name is Jessie McCarver. I’m an English major 
at UAA. I write, I read, and I take pictures. I like 
treasure hunting, various shades of blue, and 
ice cream. Someday I hope to publish a book of 
photography and travel to Antarctica.

cr aig miley
Craig Miley is currently pursuing a BA in English 
and a minor in Creative Writing and Literary Art. 
He aspires to be a full-time writer and is a member 
of The Life Partners, a local writing group. 

Danielle Morgan
Danielle Morgan is a Junior at UAA, pursuing a 
Fine Arts degree. She enjoys watercolor painting, 
drawing with ballpoint pens, and weaving wire. 

Cheyenne Mor se
Cheyenne Morse is a long time student at 
UAA and is working toward a Hospitality and 
Restaurant Management degree. She is a 
member of the writing group The Life Partners.

Wolfgang Q . Ol sson
Wolfgang Q. Olsson is a 20-year-old poet from 
Eagle River, Alaska, currently studying English 
at UAA. Wolfgang writes poetry as a bridge 
between the academic and creative spheres of 
his life. The themes of his work often concern 
Alaska, nature, and creativity.

Mark J.  Riley
Mark J. Riley was born in Boston, MA and raised 
in nearby Quincy before the Army deposited him 
in Anchorage, AK where he is currently studying 
English, Education, and Creative Writing at the 
University of Alaska Anchorage.

Cody Swanson
Cody Swanson was born and raised in 
Anchorage, Alaska. His photography expresses 
personal narratives and his inner world. 
Currently, he is studying printmaking at UAA and 
exploring photography through new processes. 
Cody can be found in the landscape with his 
head on a tripod, where the light is good.

Tanya Wel sh 
28 year old Tanya Welsh is a dedicated single 
mother of three, poet enthusiast, and avid non-
fiction writer. She’s currently a UAA Hospitality 
& Restaurant Management major with a minor in 
Creative Writing. Currently in her senior year at 
UAA, she’s discovered that obstacles are merely 
stepping stones.
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An underlying layer 
of vegetation; 
specifically the 

vegetative layer, 
especially the trees 

and shrubs 
between the forest 
canopy and ground 

cover. The 
understory is a 
source of rich 

diversity, beauty 
and often extreme 

fragility.

un-der-sto-ry
[uhn-der-stohr-ee] n.
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